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Extended Abstract
The satellite constellations or single small spacecrafts devote a lot of effort
performing the set of ground operations from the control center to maintain
alive the satellite and to address the mission plan. Many of these actions are
done routinely and others such health analysis only can be performed when
the satellite is in cone of visibility during a very short time.
For  cost  reduction  and  resources  optimization  allocated  for  the  satellite
operations, an autonomous on-board planner is presented as a solution to
deal mainly with the on board monitoring and fulfillment of the mission plan.
Many other task can be added as trend analysis, routinely and non-routinely
operations, orbit maintenance, alarm detector, etc.
The on-board scheduler presented in this report consists in a set of libraries
to supervise and control the payload components only. So far, the service
platform is untouched just for safety reason.
The condition of autonomous is related to independently calculate action
variables,  recognize  geometric  events  given  by  temporal  or  spatial
conditions  and  take  a  limited  array  of  decisions  relative  to  the  payload
operational mode. These actions on the components range from turned it off
or simple set a message on the telemetry stream.
The mission planning can be adopted as a reduced version (at least so far)
of the ground operations but running in the main on board computer. The
main task for this software is to fulfill the mission plan as it was set before
launch. Changes for that configuration is only addressed from the ground
station.
The planning presented in this paper has been proposed in past missions,
but just for specific purposes, but never to be used as a global framework
for  the  entire  payload  as  we  are  showing.  As  an  example,  the  satellite
named EO1 developed by NASA, carried an autonomous on board software
only  to  maintain  its  relative  position  with  respect  to  the  main  satellite
LANDSAT 7. Only the scheduler had the objective of handling the propulsion
system in order to keep the constellation shape.
In  most  of  the  cases,  the  service  platform  is  designed  and  built  by
experienced satellite makers, they equips its main computer with software
to maintain all necessary automatism and control for the module.
On the other  hand,  the payload  consists  of  a  set  of  devices like  optical
camera, radar, components, etc built by different companies, universities or
organizations  with  a  limited  experience  in  space  activities,  without  the
lesson  learned  from past  missions  as  the  satellite  companies  have.  Our



proposal is to include security steps on the on board software to accomplish
the mission.
The  proposed  version  of  the  scheduler  consists  of  a  series  of  software
libraries to allow the following functions:

i               Orbit determination. This module uses a propagator in
osculating  elements,  which  allowsto  check  the  analytic  propagators
with or without filtering.
ii               Automatic selection of the areas where scientific data has to
be obtained.
iii Mechanism to define new areas of observation.
iv Detection of anomalies in the operation of the instruments.
v               Generation of operation reports to be incorporated into the
telemetry frame.

The  objective  for  the  present  software  is  to  provide  supervising  to  the
payload  module  in  the  same way  that  the  main  computer  does  on  the
service module.


